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1. INTRODUCTION 
The diagonal singularity of operators in large quantum systems was discovered by van Hove [1,2] 
in his perturbation analysis of such systems. The very large size of the system manifests itself 
in the continuous nature of the unperturbed energies. Van Hove supplemented the diagonal sin- 
gularity property with the initial random phase condition in order to derive the Pauli Master 
equation [3,4]. The importance of states with diagonal singularity in nonequilibrium statistical 
physics of both quantum and classical systems was emphasized at the same time by Prigogine 
and coworkers [5-8] in their establishment of the Master equation in the weak coupling approx- 
imation. The irreversible quations like Boltzmann, Fokker-Planck and Pauli equations arise as 
first-order approximations in the subdynamics decomposition of the Liouville operator [9-13]. 
The subdynamics decomposition leads moreover to a spectral representation f the evolution of 
large Poincard (nonintegrable) systems which includes the resonances and diffusion parameters in
the spectrum [14-17]. These spectral decompositions are meaningless in the conventional Hilbert 
space topology but they acquire meaning in terms of weaker topologies like the Rigged Hilbert 
Space [16,17]. The key point in the subdynamics construction is the projection onto the diagonal 
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part of states or observables. This projection is usually performed through the thermodynamic 
limit because the direct calculation on the continuous spectrum in the conventional formulation 
suffers from divergences. The reason for the divergences i that the continuum labeled basis [a) 
of the space of wave functions 
<~ I W> = ~ (~ - ~') 
cannot be lifted to a product basis for the operators. Indeed, the dyadic basis Ic~)(~11 gives rise 
to meaningless expressions in the continuous case because 
- -  I = - - tr 
where ( [ )HS is the scalar product in the Hilbert-Schmidt space 7~ ® 7/x . 
The conventional Hilbert-Schmidt formulation does not allow us moreover to define the micro- 
canonical equilibrium and therefore the approach to equilibrium. The reason is that the identity 
operator, although bounded, is not in the Hilbert-Schmidt space 7-/® 7~ × because 
t r I  = Z <uu I uu) = +oo, 
v 
for any orthonormal basis (u~) of the Hilbert space 7-/. 
However the extension of the Hilbert-Schmidt algebra to an algebra with identity [18,19] 
C • I ~ (7~ ® 7-/x), 
together with the diagonal singularity property, holds the clue for a proper formulation of quan- 
tum theory which allows for: 
(1) a clear definition of states and observables with the diagonal singularity, 
(2) a definition of the projections onto the diagonal and off-diagonal parts without resorting 
to the thermodynamic limit, 
(3) the construction ofcontinuous biorthonormal basis for states and observables. 
We show in this work that following the algebraic approach to dynamical systems we can 
construct a natural extension of quantum theory which fulfills the requirements (1)-(3) and gives 
meaning to the resulting spectral decompositions of the Liouville operator. The main idea of the 
algebraic approach isthat the states pcorrespond to the normalized positive linear functionals (p[ 
over a suitably chosen algebra of operators representing the observables ofthe dynamical system. 
The value of the functional (p[ for an operator A is the expectation value of the observable A in 
the state p 
(pl A) - (A)p. 
The algebraic generalization f quantum theory was pioneered by Segal [20] who assumed that 
the observables form a C*-algebra of bounded operators. C*-algebras were applied in the 60's to 
local quantum field theory and statistical physics. For a general introduction to the methodology 
and results, we refer to Emch [21], Sratteli and Robinson [22], and Haag [23]. In fact Emch 
concludes his paper [21] with the remark that the algebraic approach can be of definite use in 
the problem of Poincar~ invariants. 
However the algebra of operators with the diagonal singularity turns out to be an involutive 
Banach algebra which is not a C*-algebra. This more general structure allows us to incorporate 
the states with diagonal singularity which cannot be described in terms of the conventional [24-26] 
or generalized [16,24,27] formulation of quantum theory. 
The allowed questions within the algebra of operators with diagonal singularity specify a logic 
which is not the logic of the conventional Hilbert space formulation, because only finite com- 
binations of propositions-questions are allowed. This fact is a manifestation f the underlying 
instability of the dynamics and shows clearly another aspect of our extended quantum theory. 
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The additional possibilities for extension at the level of densities (the so-called Liouville space 
formulation) have been repeatedly emphasized by Prigogine and coworkers [9,15,28-31]. 
First (Section 2) we discuss the continuum-labeled bases of large quantum systems which define 
the diagonal parts of operators. Based on this discussion we define the operators with diagonal 
singularity (Section 3) and the states with diagonal singularity (Section 4). After a discussion 
on operators acting on observables and on states (Section 5) we formulate the time-evolution 
(Section 6) and the spectral decomposition f the Liouville operator (Section 7). The intrinsic 
irreversibility of systems with nonvanishing collision operator is illustrated by deriving the Pauli 
Master equation (Section 8). Finally the logic of intrinsically irreversible systems is compared 
with the conventional logic of Hilbert space quantum theory (Section 9). 
2. COMPLETE SYSTEMS OF COMMUTING OBSERVABLES 
AND COMMON E IGENVECTORS 
We consider quantum systems associated with a separable Hilbert space 7~ with a left conjugate 
linear, and right linear scalar product (I). The Hamiltonian operator H can be decomposed into 
a diagonal part H0 and an off-diagonal part or perturbation V 
H = Ho +AV. 
The operator H0 is diagonal with respect to the noninteracting entities [a). The eigenvectors [a) 
are the common eigenvectors of a complete system of commuting observables [24-27] and provide 
a representation f the system. The actual choice of the complete set of commuting observables 
is based upon physical considerations. Let us remark in passing that for every chosen countable 
complete set of commuting self-adjoint operators A1, A2,... on the separable Hilbert space T/, 
there always exists a generalized orthonormal basis of common eigenvectors [a) - [o~1c~2. . .  ) 
labeled by the spectral values a = (a l ,a2, . . . )  in the spectrum ~ = a(A1) x a(A2) × -.. C_ 
R × R x ... of the complete set A1,A2,.... 
The eigenvectors (a[ are linear functionals iving in the dual ~x of a dense nuclear subspace (I)
of the Hilbert space 7-l. The existence of the nuclear subspace (I) was proved by Maurin [32,33] 
under the additional assumption that the intersection of the domains of the powers of the oper- 
ators A~, n = 1, 2,...  is dense. This assumption was shown to be unnecessary b  de Dormale 
and Gautrin [34] who extended the work of Jauch and Misra [35] and Prugovecki [26]. 
The labeling quantum numbers a are discrete as the case of atoms and oscillators or continuous 
in the case of scattering, fields and large systems. 
In the case of potential scattering [a) =- Ikl, k2, k3) - [k) are the plane waves describing the 
asymptotic states. The complete system consists of the three components of the momentum 
operator. 
The perturbation AV (A is a dimensionless parameter) couples the noninteracting degrees of 
freedom [a). In the case of integrable systems, the perturbation just gives rise to new independent 
conserved entities associated with the total Hamiltonian H
- = Zzolo><oL 
a 
However, if resonances are present he interaction cannot be reincorporated into any con- 
ventional noninteracting conserved entities*. The main idea of the Brussels school is that in 
such cases the natural noninteracting entities are not conserved. In fact the subdynamics de- 
composition [9-13] amounts to a generalized spectral decomposition f the evolution operator 
with complex eigenvalues associated with resonances [14-17]. The construction is particularly 
appropriate for large Poincard (nonintegrable) systems classical or quantum mechanical. 
*We thank C. George for this expression. 
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3. OPERATORS WITH D IAGONAL S INGULARITY  
In the representation provided by continuous bases like la), van Hove encountered [1,2] opera- 
tors represented by the kernels 
A,~,, - (ol I A Is') = Ad6(a - ~') + A~.,. 
The operator A is said to have diagonal singularity with respect o the basis ]a/ i f  the diagonal 
part A d does not vanish. The diagonal function Ada has no singularities while the off-diagonal 
part ACa,~, may have certain weaker singularities as in the case of continuous degeneracies appear- 
ing in scattering or in coupled fields. In such cases one may decompose further the off-diagonal 
¢ c part Aaa,. Here we shall assume the simplest case where Aaa, are kernels of compact operators. 
The reason is that the states on the algebra of compact operators correspond to trace class oper- 
ators, because the dual of the algebra B~ of compact operators i isomorphic to the trace class 
operators B~. Traciai states are the traditional states of quantum statistical physics [25-27]. 
A reasonable choice for the algebra of operators with diagonal singularity is the sum 
~4 d--F ~.  
The diagonal part is the maximal Abelian von Neumann algebra generated by the chosen complete 
system of commuting observables [34,36]. The algebra A d is a Banach algebra with respect o 
the norm 
[ [Ad]]  - -  sup [[A¢[]7~ A d .~d. 
~0 I1¢11~' any ~ (1) 
If some observables correspond to unbounded self-adjoint operators, as in the case of potential 
scattering, the algebra •d is generated by their spectral projections which are bounded operators. 
The operator H0, as well as any other unbounded operator, is affiliated with the algebra fl~d, 
if their spectral projections are included in A d. In the case of unbounded operators Antoine et 
al. [37] considered instead of maximal Abelian von Neumann algebras, more general structures 
like V*-algebra. 
The nondiagonal part B~ is the C*-algebra [19] of compact operators on the Hilbert Space 7/. 
The algebras .A d and B~ have no common elements, because the diagonal operators are noncom- 
pact. Indeed, suppose that 
AI(oL) = a(c~)/(c=), 
where a(a) is a bounded function, a(a) ~ 0 on a set of positive measure. Therefore there is a 
number 7 > 0 such that the set 
~o - {~: la(~)l > ~} 
has a positive measure. Since our measure is nonatomic, the space £~o is infinite dimensional. 
Thus there is an orthonormal basis {en} in £go" Let us extend the functions {en} on the whole a 
putting en(a) = 0, for a ~ a0. Then Ilenll£g = IlenllL~ ° and {e,) is an orthonormal sequence 
in £g. Moreover, we have 
IIAe. - Aemll~ = f~ d~ la(~)l ~ le.(a) - em(a)l 2 > 7211e. - e~l l~o = 27 ~. 
0 
This implies that the sequence {Aen} does not contain any convergent subsequence, i.e., that the 
operator A cannot be compact. 
Consequently, any operator A in the algebra is uniquely represented asthe sum of the diagonal 
and off-diagonal parts 
A = A d + A c. 
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The algebra .4 of operators with diagonal singularity is therefore the direct sum 
.4 = .4d ~ t3~. 
A natural norm on ,4 which captures the physical properties of these operators can be defined 
as follows: 
IIAIIA = IlAdll ÷ IJACll, 
where II • II is the operator norm defined previously (1). 
The properties of the algebra `4 are summarized by the following theorem. 
THEOREM. 
(1) ,4 is an involutive Banach a/gebra of bounded operators which includes the identity ope- 
rator. 
(2) `4 is not a C*-algebra. 
PROOF. 
(a) .4 is clearly a Banach space. 
(b) The product of two operators A, B in .4 is also an element of .4 
AB = (A d + A c) (B d + B c) 
= AdB d + AeB c + ACB d + AdB c = (AB) d + (AB) c, 
where (AB) d =. Ad B d the diagonal part of AB and ( AB ) c =_ AC BC + Ac Bd + Ad B c the nondiagonal 
part of AB. The products ACB c, ACB d and AdB c are compact operators because the product of 
any bounded operator with compact operators i  a compact operator [38, II]. 
(c) The identity operator is clearly included in ` 4d. 
(d) The continuity of the product is guaranteed by the inequality 
IIABIIA <_ IIAIIA IIBIIA. 
The proof of this inequality is straightforward: 
IIAB[[.a = IIA~Bdll + IlaCB c + AcS ~ + AdBfll 
HAft[ J[gal[ + HACBCH + JlACBd]l + IIA~BCll 
< Ilafll IIBfll + IIa°ll IIBfll + IlAfll IlBfll + IIAfll I lsf l l  
= (llAfll + IIAfll) (llgfll + IIBfll) = IIAIl~ IlSllA- 
In the proof we have used the facts that both A a and B~ are Banach algebras and that the 
triangle inequality is valid for the usual operator norm H ]]. 
(e) ,4 is not a C*-algebra. To see this one should cheek the nonvalidity of the complete regularity 
condition [18,19] 
I[A tAll A = HAII~- 
Putting in the equality A = A d + A e we get 
(Ad + AC)* (Ad + AC) A = IIAa + ACll~' 
which is equivalent to 
I + +  o11 , 
or 
[ AdtAd + I AdtAc + ACtAd + ACtAc = (llAfll + IIAfll) 2. 
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Then using .-property of the operator norm II • II we get 
I Adt A c + A eta  d -.k A etA c = 2 IlAdll IIACll + IIACll 2. 
In particular, putting A d = I and A e = K, where I is the identity and K is a compact operator, 
we have the equality 
I lK  + K t + KtK I I  = 211KII + IIKII 2. (2) 
Therefore, it is enough to show that there is a compact operator K for which (2) does not hold. 
Let us consider an orthonormal basis {en} in L2e and the operator K defined as follows: 
Kel  = ore2, 
Ken = 0, for n = 2, 3, . . . .  
Without loss of generality we can reduce our considerations to the operator 
 (00 o) 
0 ' 
acting on two-dimensional Euclidean space, where (~ > O. Then 
00) 
and 
Using an estimation 
p. 29, (4.16)]), we get 
On the other hand 
which gives 
(00 :)  
for the operator norm in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces (see [39, 
(: o):o 
211BII + IIBII 2 = 2a  + a 2. 
Therefore instead of (2), we have 
+ a 2 < 2G + ~2, 
which  means  that for such a K as above, equality (2) does not hold. 
The generalized basis [~) for 7~ leads to a natural basis for the algebra .A constructed as follows. 
The diagonal part ~4 d can be expanded in terms of operators [a) - I~) d - [a l ia [ 
A d = /~ do~ A d Io~), 
where A d is an essentially bounded measurable function [26,34,35] on the spectrum ~. For the 
definition and properties of the W*-algebra £~ of essentially bounded functions on ~, see [40]. 
Physicists usually expect hat the off-diagonal compact part can be expanded in terms of the 
operators Ic~c~') -= Ic~ : ~') - Ic~)<c~'l. In this is the case, for example if A c is Hilbert-Schmidt, we 
have 
A c = / de~ da~'A~a, J(~'), 
Ja ×q 
c where Aaa, is the kernel function on the product space a x ~. 
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In this case we have 
Let us 
(1) 
(2) 
A = ~ daAc,[a) + ~x,~ dada'A~,~, [aa'). (3) 
note before concluding this section the following remarks. 
The basis {la), Jaa')} may be used for the expansion of unbounded operators which are not 
in the algebra A. In such cases, we have more general structures like the partial involutive 
algebra [41-43]. For example, in the case of kernel operators, which of course include the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, one can show that the decomposition (3) is unique [44]. 
A different choice for the complete system of commuting observables gives rise to a differ- 
ent generalized basis [a) for the Hilbert space ~ and therefore to a different algebra A. 
However both bases are related by a unitary operator which induces a Banach algebra 
isomorphism. 
4. STATES WITH D IAGONAL S INGULARITY  
The states p of the system correspond to the normalized positive linear functionals (p[ over the 
algebra Jr, i.e., they satisfy the following properties. 
(1) Linearity 
(2) Positivity 
(3) Normalization 
(P [ zlA1 + z2A2) = zl (p ] A1) + z2 (p ] A2). 
(Pl A'A) > 0. 
(p I I) = 1. 
As A is an involutive Banach algebra, the states p are bounded with norm [18,19] 
Ilpll = (p I I )  = 1. 
In this paper, we shall adopt the following bra/ket notation in connection with the states/obser- 
vables duality 
p(A) =- (p l A) =- (A)p. 
The bracket (p [ A) represents the expectation value of the observable A in the state p. The 
bras (p[ are to be understood as linear functionals over the algebra .A of observables. The reader 
should not confuse the bras and kets ('1 and I') expressing the state/observables duality with the 
Dirac [24] bracket notation (.] and I'/ for the linear and antilinear functionals representing the 
wave functions [27]. Our bras (-[ and kets I') notation is just Dirac's notation in the Liouville 
space. 
The states p form a convex subset of the Banach dual A x of the algebra .A, 
Ax =Ad × e(B~)× =Ad x ebb .  
Any state p therefore has a diagonal and an off-diagonal part, pd and pC respectively, 
p = pd+ pC, 
with 
(pUlA) = (pd I Ad), 
(pC l A) = (pc [At) ,  
for any operator A E A. 
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As the dual space B~ is the space of trace class B~, the off-diagonal states p correspond to 
the tracial functionals 
(pC [ A) = tr ~A, 
where/~ is the density operator epresenting the state p. 
The dual space (£~o)x is isomorphic to the space of complex additive measures of bounded 
total variation and absolutely continuous with respect o a suitable [40] extension (/~,/~) of the 
Lebesgue measure structure (B, #) associated with te spectrum a. The diagonal states pd are 
represented therefore in terms of these normalized positive measures or their Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives pd a. 
The diagonal elements pd a represent the probability densities associated with the states [a) while 
the off-diagonal elements P~a, describe correlations or coherent superpositions of the states Ic~). 
For observables A which admit kernel representation (3), the expectation in the state p is 
written 
 o O.oo, oo,. (p IA)=(A)p  d d , ~, 
J a  Ja  XCJ 
In view of the duality relation (4) we define the action of the states p on the basis Is), laa') 
as follows: 
(p la )  ~ p~* = po, 
C* (p Iad)  - Pan" 
These formulas suggest he definition of a dual basis (al = (a : a[, (aa'l = (a : a'  I for the space 
of states 
(~ I A) - (c~ IA  d) - A~,  
(c~a' I A) - (aa'  [ A c) -= A~, .  
The duality relation (4) suggests the expansion of any state p 
(p, = ~ c/~p~(o~l + ~xadada' pC*,(o~o/,. 
LEMMA. The bases {(a[, (ao~l]}, {[/~), [/~/~')} form a biorthonormal dual pair, i.e., the following 
properties hold [44]: 
(~ I ~) = 6Ca - ~), 
(a I ~ ' )  = 0, 
(~' I  ~) = 0, 
(~ '  I ~ ' )  = 6(a - ~)6 (~' - ~'). 
The normalized positive linear functionals over the algebra A include not only the conventional 
quantum states but also the states with diagonal singularity which cannot be discussed in terms 
of the Hilbert space formulation. In fact the reason for the algebraic extension [20-23] of quantum 
theory is the possibility to discuss states of physical interest which cannot be formulated in terms 
of the conventional Hilbert space language. For example, the dual B~ of the yon Neumann 
algebra/~ of bounded operators on the Hilbert space ?f includes not only the density operators 
which live in the trace class space B~ but also states which vanish on the compact operators B~. 
In fact we have the isomorphism 
~ -~ ~ • (s~) ~ 
This result was proved by Dixmier [45, p. 51]. 
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Let us note before concluding this section the following remarks. 
(1) The norm of the state p extends the trace concept in a natural way because 
Ilpl] - (pl I) = f dap~. 
(2) The microcanonical nd canonical equilibrium states for the evolution generated by H0 
have a natural description within our formalism 
1 /da  6 (wa - (Pmierol = J~fmicro E) (~l, 1/ 
(po~=l = ~ d':'e-~°("h 
where J~miero,.Afcan are the normalization constants determined by the condition 
(Pmicro II) = (p¢~,. II) = 1. 
We see that Pmicro and Pean cannot be described in terms of the conventional formulation 
of quantum physics because are purely diagonal states. 
(3) The vectors f, g define the dyadic linear functional ( f  : gl as follows: 
( f :  g lA) = tr(lf)(gl)*A = trlg)(flA = (f ] Ag), 
for every observable A. The functional ( f  : gl is not a state because the norm ( f  : g I I) = 
(f  I g) is not one. However such linear functionals provide basis elements for the expansion 
of states. 
5. OPERATIONS ON STATES AND 
OBSERVABLES- -SUPEROPERATORS 
Respecting the tradition of statistical physics we work on states although some calculations 
may be performed on observables through the duality state I observable when convenient. The 
action of a linear operator U on the state p satisfies the duality relation 
(Up[A) = (Pl VA), 
for all observables A. The operator V acting on the observables A is the predual of U, i.e., 
V = U +, or equivalently U is the dual of V, i.e., U = V x . This is just the duality between the 
SchrSdinger and the Heisenberg pictures. We discuss below several examples of linear operators 
on states, known as linear operations or superoperators. 
(1) The projector Pd onto the diagonal part of the states is defined as follows: 
(PdPl = (p I ~)(~l ~ (Pdl, 
or 
(PdP l A) =/da(p la ) (a  ] A) = (P l PdA), 
for any observable A. In order to avoid heavy notation we used the same symbol for the projec- 
tion Pd on states and on observables because the action is formally the same. This is just the 
generalization of the self-adjointness of the projections acting on the Hilbert-Schmidt space. 
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(2) The projector Pc onto the off-diagonal part of the states is 
(PePl = f~x,, dads' (p I ss') (sdl - (p~l, 
or  
f 
(Pop I A) I ds dd  (p I s,'/) (ss' I A) = (pC I A) = Ca I PEA), 
da ×o" 
for any observable A. 
(3) The Liouville operator L on the states p is defined by the relation 
(Lp I A) - (pI[H,A]) = (p l LA), 
for all observables A.
(4) Scalar operators zI, z complex, on the states p satisfy the relation 
(zp l A) = (p l z 'A)  = z*(p l A). 
(5) The eigenvalue problem for superoperators is formulated as follows. The eigenvectors of
the operator U satisfy the equation 
u f,, = z~f~, 
to be understood as 
(U fv I A) -- (zvfv I A) = z; (fu I A), 
for all observables A. The left eigenvectors of U are the eigenoperators of the predual V, i.e., 
V ]~, = z~, ]v , 
to be understood as 
or 
for all states p. In case the eigenvectors of U form a biorthonormal pair ([), the operator U has 
the spectral decomposition 
'~-"~ z~,l ],,) (S~ I, 
v 
to be understood as 
(VpI A) -- (, l VA)  = (P I L) E A), 
is 
for all states p and observables A. 
(6) Any operator U can be represented in terms of the biortbonormal dual pair (s[, (ss'[, [~) 
and I~B') as follows: 
CUp I A) = (p I VA) = ./.~ d~ dB (p I s)(sl v I~)(~ I A) 
+ ,,.Is dad~dff (p I s)(sl V I~Y)C,Y I A) 
(s) / ,  
+ .L, d~ da' d~ (p I ss') (as'l V I~)(~ I A) 
+ J.f d~d~'d~dff (p I ,,s') (~s'l V I 'Y)(~Y I A). 
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6. T IME EVOLUTION 
In the Heisenberg picture, the observables A evolve according to the group of automorphisms 
of the algebra ,4 induced by the SchrSdinger equation 
s tA  =-- eiHtAe -iHt = e~LtA. 
The Heisenberg evolution equation is 
OtA =_ i[H, A] = iLA, 
where LA = [H, A] = HA - AH is the Liouville operator. 
In the SchrSdinger picture, the states p evolve according to the dual evolution 
Us =s~ < ,
or 
(UtplA) = (p I s~A). 
The Liouville-von Neumann evolution equation for states is 
(Otp l A) = (p l i[H,A]) = (-iLp l A). 
If the state p is tracial then the evolution is implemented by the evolution on the Hilbert space and 
L is the Liouville-von Neumann operator of the conventional formulation of quantum statistical 
physics [22,23,25]. 
The Liouville operator may lead out of the algebra A. Indeed for Hamiltonians of the form 
H=Ho+V,  
with 
Ho = f dao:~la><sl, 
V = f~×o dsds' Voo, ls>Ts'l, 
the Liouville operator acts on the algebra s 
LA = [H, A] = [H0, A c] + [V, A d] + [V, A c] 
= f~, ds  ds' (o~,~ - ,,,,~,) A~,~, Iss') 
+ f ds de' da"A~a, [Va,'o la"s') - Va'a,' Iss")] 
dos 
+ ~,  ds ds'  Ada [V,~,als's) - v=~, I ss ' ) ] ,  
or  
L =/an dads' (co., - u.,)laa')(aa'l 
+ ~s da &:~' dc~" [v.,,.l~"a')(aa'l - vo,.,,laa")(~a'l] 
+/o, d~ da' [Vo,~ la'a)(al - v~, I~')(~1]. 
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It is now clear that if V~,~ contain singularities as in the case of the van Hove condition discussed 
in Section 8, then L leads out of the algebra nd we shall have to extend the algebra ccordingly. 
The solution of the eigenvalue problem may lead to a spectral decomposition f the Liouville 
operator 
v 
in the sense 
v 
with f~, ]~ a biorthonormal dual pair 
= 
The evolution of states can be decomposed in terms of the eigencomponents 
y 
Our extended formulation allows z~ to be complex. We expect hat the imaginary part rep- 
resents decay rates or diffusion coefficients. In the conventional Hilbert-Schmidt formulation of 
course z~ is real and fv ~ ]v because L is a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert-Schmidt space. 
7. NONEQUIL IBR IUM STAT IST ICAL  PHYS ICS  AND SPECTRAL  
DECOMPOSIT ION OF  THE L IOUVILLE  OPERATOR 
The importance of states with diagonal singularity for the approach to equilibrium has been 
repeatedly emphasized by Prigogine and coworkers [5-8]. These states correspond to a delocalized 
description as they are not reducible to pure states. Our formulation allows us to construct gene- 
ralized spectral decompositions of the Liouville operator L for unstable systems with continuous 
spectrum. For such systems the conventional spectral theory formulated in the Hilbert-Schmidt 
space has the following difficulties. 
(1) The eigenvalue problem is not computable [46,47]. For example, the Poincar~ type diver- 
gences appear also in quantum mechanics [1,2,29,48-50]. 
(2) The spectral resolutions as potentially existing mathematical entities do not reflect he 
dynamical processes involved, because the evolution is represented asa shift in the spectral 
representation space. 
The natural spectral representations should include the lifetimes of the unstable states or 
the diffusion parameters in the spectrum. Such spectral decompositions can be constructed 
for unstable systems with a systematic method [17]. The key idea is the construction of an 
intermediate operator e which is intertwined with the Liouville operator L. 
Lf~ = flO or L = f~Ofl-1. (6) 
The intermediate operator O generates irreversible probabilistic processes and has the same 
spectrum with L. 
The intertwining relation (6) was obtained by Prigogine, Henin, George and Rosenfeld [9]. 
Recently, Petrosky and Prigogine [15] pointed out that the intertwining relation can be used 
for the construction of the spectral decomposition of the Liouville operator. The method as 
reformulated by us [17] may also be considered as a generalization of the intertwining wave 
operator method of scattering theory and of the partitioning technique of matrices. 
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In fact, the intermediate operator O is decomposable with respect to the correlation projectors 
Pd, P1, P2,... ,  defined [17] as follows. 
(1) Pd is the projection onto the diagonal part of the states. The complement of Pd is the 
projection Pe onto the off-diagonal part. It is straightforward to see that 
Pc2 = Pc, 
P0+Pc = I, 
PoPc= P¢Po = o. 
(2) Pn, n = 1,2,... is the projection onto the space of states with degree of correlation . 
This space consists of the states p with n-degree of correlation, i.e., p satisfies the condition 
ns  
PdL 1 p = 0, for n ~ < n, 
("1 PdL 1 p ~ 0, forn ~--n, 
where Lx, Lxp = IV, p], is the interaction part of the Liouville operator L -- L0 + L1. The 
degree of correlation is the minimal positive integer power of the coupling operator Lx 
that relates the diagonal with the off-diagonal operators. 
The projectors Pn, n = 1, 2,... provide a further decomposition of Pe 
~=~+~+. . . .  
The projectors Pd, P1, P2,... form a discrete resolution of identity permuting with L0 
Pd + Px + P2 + . . . .  I, 
PdP,~ = O, 
Pn Pn' = 6,,,~, P,, , 
LoPd = PdLo, 
LoP,~ = PnLo. 
In order to write fewer formulae we identify Pd with P0. The spectral decomposition of L is 
obtained from the spectral decomposition f the intermediate operator O through the intertwining 
operator fL The intermediate operator O as well as the similarity operator fZ are obtained [17] 
from the auxiliary "creation" and "destruction" operators Cn and Dn 
e -  (P.LP. + P .LC .P . )  = e., 
n n 
= ~(P ,  + c , ) ,  
n 
f~-I .= Z(pn  + DnCn)-X(pn + D,). 
n 
(7) 
(Sa) 
(8b) 
For any n = 0,1, 2,... the operator Cn "creates" the complement of Pn acting on Pn, while the 
operator Dn "destroys" the complement of Pn, i.e., 
C,, = Q, ,C ,P , ,  
Dn = P .D~Q. ,  
with Qn the orthocomplement of Pn : Qn = I -- Pn. 
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The creation and destruction operators Cn and Dn are obtained iteratively as solutions of the 
following nonlinear equations: 
[Lo, PmCn]= (PinCh -- Pm)LI(Pn + Ca), 
[Lo, DnPm] = (Pn + Dn)LI(Pm - DnPm). 
(9a) 
(9b) 
We remind the reader that the operator equation 
[L0, X] = Y 
has the forward (+) and backward ( - )  solution [39] 
X + = i [+oo dt e- iL°tye +iL°t. 
J o  
We need therefore an additional rule which will serve as a selection principle or boundary con- 
dition. It is well known that for dynamical systems with continuous pectrum the dynamical 
equations alone do not determine the solution. Additional boundary conditions have to be intro- 
duced based on physical considerations like the incoming/outgoing scattering conditions [26,51] 
or the Sommerfeld's radiation conditions [52]. 
In our case the additional rule is the time ordering rule introduced by George [10] which is based 
on the standard convention that the components PmCn and DnPm signify transitions from n to m 
and from m to n correlation states, respectively. The solutions are chosen by ordering in time 
the processes represented by the components PmCn and DnPm. The natural time ordering 
corresponds to increase of correlations in the future. Therefore for transitions corresponding to
increase of correlations, the forward (+) propagator isselected, while for transitions corresponding 
to decrease of correlations the backward ( - )  propagator is selected. With this additional rule, 
equations (9) are written 
:t: oo 
PmCn -- i dte-iL°t(p, nCn - Pm)LI(Pn + Cn)e iL°e, m > n (10a) 
- . Io m < n ,  
D,  Pm = i dte-iL°t(Pn + Dn)L,(Pm - DnPm)e iL°t, n > m (10b) 
JO n<m.  
Using the dual pair {(al, ( a, a'l; la), laa')}, we obtain equations for the matrix elements of the 
operators Cn and Dn which are solved iteratively. In the case of resonances the time ordering rule 
avoids the divergences because it serves as an analytic extension of the operators and gives rise to 
time asymmetric spectral decompositions [17]. The equations (10) are a nonlinear generalization 
of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations for the MSller wave operators of scattering and may provide 
nonunitary intertwining operators even if the scattering asymptotic condition [26,51] between L0 
and L fails. 
The algorithm for the construction of spectral decomposition f the operator L is the following. 
(1) Construct he creation and destruction operators Cn and Dn iteratively as solutions of 
the equations tarting with C[n °] = D~ ] = 0. 
(2) Construct he intermediate operator e from formula (7) and find the spectral decomposi- 
tion of O by solving the eigenvaiue problem of the parts On in each Pn subspace. 
(3) Obtain the spectral decomposition of L from the spectral decomposition of O using the 
similarity f/(6), (8). 
The resulting spectral decompositions are meaningless in the Hilbert-Schmidt space, but they 
acquire meaning in suitable dual pairs of states and observables. We consider these dual pairs as 
the natural generalization atthe level of mixtures of the rigged Hilbert space extensions [16,17,27] 
which apply only at the level of wave functions. 
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8. INTRINS IC  IRREVERSIB IL ITY  OF  SYSTEMS WITH 
NONVANISHING COLL IS ION OPERATOR 
The component e0 of the intermediate operator O in the first approximation is the so-called 
A2t-asymptotic approximation to the Master equation [3-6,7-12,28]. Indeed from (10a) and (7) 
we have 
or  
/0 C[o 1l = -iA dt e- iL° tPcL iPo  = A PcL1Po, 
fo 0[021 = PoLPo + PoLC[o 11 = -iA 2 dt PoLI Pc e-~L°t pcLi Po, 
The last expression is identical with the form of the asymptotic ollision operator ~[2](-I-/0) 
[8-12,28]. 
The operator 0102] is the generator of the Pauli Master equation. Indeed, the equation 
is the Pauli Master equation [53] 
Otpa =/a d~[Ra~p~ - R~apa], 
where pa = (Pl a) and the transition rates Ra~ are given by the formula 
= -   )Iv2,l 2 . 
In the last expression lv~l 2 is the diagonal part of V~BYB~. The existence of the diagonal part 
results from van Hove [3] condition 
(alVAdVla ') = [ da"A~,, JV~,, [ 2 6(a-a') + V~,~E (Ad), 
aa 
(13) 
where A a is any diagonal operator and VaT~ , are the matrix elements of the nondiagonal part of 
VAdV. 
Derivation of the Pauli Master equation (12): 
= A2 P PdL1P~ -iO -- 
= A" (p IPdL1Pc ~x~ da' dff_iO + w¢,1 _ wa, Va'~'(Ao' - Aa' )[a')(ffl ) 
= A2 Ip lPa ix~ d~' d~' -iO + w~,l _ w,.., Va,~,(A~, _ Ac,,)Vlo¢,)(~,I I
-A2 (lP Pa ~x da'd[Y_iO + w~,l -wa, Va,~,(A~, - Aw),a')(B',V) . 
Otp = -ie[o2]p (11) 
(12) 
01021 = A2poL IPc  .^ 1 . PcL IPo .  
~u - L 0 
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Using the van Hove condition (13) we obtain 
O[o2]p J A = A 2 ×, .dd d/Y (p J c/) w,~, -2~,  - iO - w,~, -w~,  + iO IV'~d'~' (A. ,  - A~,) 
/ da' dj3 ~ (p ] a') 5(w,, - ~ , )  t vd, z, 12 (A,~, - A~,). 2~riA 2 
J a  xo  
For A = Ic~) = ]a)(~ I we obtain eauli equation (12) 
R~a(P I a)]. 
The operator O0 therefore allows a classification of dynamical systems. If O0 is a dissipative 
operator in the sense of Phillips [54,55], i.e., 
Im O0 _< 0, (14) 
then we have irreversible representation f the evolution and the system is intrinsically irreversible. 
The dissipativity condition (14) was introduced by Prigogine and coworkers [8-12,28]. 
Dynamical systems which satisfy the dissipativity condition are the large Poincard systems with 
persistent interactions, i.e., systems for which the asymptotic condition of conventional scattering 
theory fails. Such systems include the matter-field interactions, electrons in lattices, interacting 
fields and many body systems. 
9. THE LOGIC  OF SYSTEMS WITH D IAGONAL S INGULARITY  
Following Birkhoff and von Neumann's [56] pioneering work, the Hilbert space formulation of 
Quantum Mechanics [25,26] was related to the logic of the relevant propositions-questions [57,58]. 
As a result of these investigations, the logic of Quantum Systems was shown to be nondistributive 
and therefore Quantum logics are non-Boolean. Conversely the minimal properties of a non- 
Boolean logic which guarantee that it is essentially a logic associated with the Hilbert space were 
clarified culminating with Piron's paper [59]. The result is that the logic of conventional Quantum 
Mechanics is a complete orthomodular orthocomplemented lattice. Completeness means here 
that any countable combination of propositions leads to a meaningful proposition within the 
logic. However we shall show that the logic of systems with diagonal singularity allows only finite 
combinations of propositions [60]. 
The logic of a system results from the partial order relation between the elementary propositions 
or questions relevant to the system. The partial order relation between two propositions i denoted 
by 
A < B, (15) 
which means: if A is true then B is also true. This relation satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) A _< A, 
(ii) A _< B and B < A implies A = B, 
(iii) A <_ B and B _< C implies A _< C. 
In the Hilbert space formulation of Quantum Mechanics [25,26] the observables are bounded 
linear operators on a Hilbert space 7-I and consequently the propositions are the projectors on 7-/. 
Moreover, in the traditional approach to Quantum Mechanics it is ad hoc assumed (see [61, 
Axiom VIII) that all possible projectors on 7-/are propositions. 
In the set of projectors on 7-/, relation (15) means that the range T/A of A is a subspace of the 
range 7"(8 of B. 
In a partially ordered set (poset), we can combine propositions by the operations A and V. 
Recall that A A B (if it exists) is the proposition with the properties 
(1) AAB<_AandAAB<_B,  
(2) if C is another proposition such that A _< C and B < C then A A B _< C. 
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This definition extends naturally on an arbitrary set of propositions. The operation A V B is 
defined in a similar way (see [58], for example). 
The existence of the operations A and Y in a poset is not automatically guaranteed. If they, 
however, exist for any two elements (thus for any finite number) we call the poset a lattice. If 
the operations A and V are possible for a countable number of propositions the lattice is said to 
be complete (strictly speaking a-complete). 
In the set of all projections on a Hilbert space 7t the operation AAB is defined as the projection 
onto the (closed) space 
7/A N T/B, 
where "HA and 7"/B denote the ranges of A and B, respectively. The operation v is the sum of 
the projections A, B, i.e., the projection onto the space 
HA + 7~B, 
where the bar denotes the closure in the norm topology of 7-/. 
One can show that the set of all projections on 9/ is a complete lattice (see [58, Section 10]). 
The negation of a proposition gives an additional structure to the poset of propositions. 
Namely, we say that a poset of propositions i  orthocomplemented if there is a map, denoted 
here by _L, of the set of propositions into itself such that 
(i) (Al)  ± = A, 
(ii) A ± ^  A = 0 (0 is the absurd proposition), 
(iii) A <_ B implies B ± < A ±. 
The orthocomplement of projector A on a Hilbert space is defined as I -A ,  i.e., as the projection 
on the space 7-I • 7/A. 
The distributivity in an orthocomplemented poset 
AV (B AC) = (AVB) A (AVC) 
is, according to [56], "a law in classical, but not in quantum mechanics." Distributivity fails if 
we replace sets by the closed subspaces of a Hilbert space. 
For finite dimensional Hilbert spaces a weaker version of distributivity holds. This is the 
modularity 
if A < C then AV (B AC) = (AVB)  AC. 
However modularity is not true for infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces (see [56] for counter- 
example) so it was replaced by a weak modularity (or orthomodularity) [57] which in the case of 
projections can be (equivalently) written as 
if A < B then AB = BA. 
These are the basic properties of the logic of quantum mechanics which we are going to verify 
in the case of the system with diagonal singularities. 
Denote by £ the set of the projectors of the algebra `4 with diagonal singularity and recall that 
the algebra ,4 in the simplest case is the direct sum 
where j~d is a commutative subalgebra of B~--the algebra of all bounded operators on 7~--and 
/3~ is the algebra of all compact operators on 7~. 
In the following we assume for simplicity that the Hilbert space 7~ is isomorphic to L~, where 
a is a subset of R and # is the Lebesgue measure. This implies that the diagonal part ` 4d is 
OO isomorphic to L¢ . 
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Since £ is a subset of,4 each projector P E £ is uniquely represented asthe sum of the diagonal 
and off-diagonal parts 
p = pd -t- pc. 
REMARK. /: is a subset of B~; therefore such operations as multiplication, the adjoint, etc. are, 
respectively, the ordinary multiplication of operators, the operator adjoint, etc. 
By the above remark all the projections from £ can be characterized by the following two 
conditions: 
(a) P+ = P, 
(b) p2 = p. 
This definition is also consistent if we restrict £ either to elements of ,4d or B~, respectively. 
Another consequence of the above remark is that £ is a poset (partially ordered set) with respect 
to the natural ordering (ordering on projections). We do not know however if the operations A
and V exist in £, i.e., if £ is a lattice or not. However we will show that this is not true for 
countable operations. Consequently, even if £ were a lattice it could not be a-complete. 
Characterization of  the Proposit ions in £ 
Condition (a) implies that for an element P E £, P = pd + pc, where pd E ,~d and pc E ~,  
we have 
pd+ pc = (pal + pc)t = pdt _{.. pet. 
Consequently, because of the uniqueness of the decomposition of elements from the algebra ,4 = 
,4d (~ B~), we have 
pdt =pd and pct = pc. 
Condition (b) implies that 
pd 4- pc = (pd .{_ p~)2 = pd 2 _{_ pdpc 4- pcpd Jr" pc2. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition implies that 
(c) P d2 =pd,  
(d) pc = pdpc + pcpd + pc2. 
Therefore pd must be a projector and pc must be a self-adjoint operator. 
The assumption that  `4d is isomorphic to L~ implies that pd is also a multiplication operator, 
say 
Pall(x) = q(x)f(x), for almost all x E a, 
where q(.) is function from L~.  Consequently q(.) must be a real function such that q2(x) = q(x), 
for almost all x, which implies that q(.) can only be the indicator of a measurable subset A of a 
q(x) = 1A(X). 
Completeness of £ 
This preliminary characterization f £ is enough to show that £ is not closed with respect o 
countable sums of projections, i.e., £ cannot be a complete lattice. First of all note that putting 
in the representation 
p = pd % pc, pd ~ `4d pc E B~, 
pd -- 0 we can take as P all projectors from B~. The sum of two or more such projections is 
the usual sum of projectors. After this preliminary remark we construct a counterexample as 
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follows. Consider a partition of the set a by an infinite number of disjoint sets An, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
with measures 0 < #(An) _< 1 and define the kernel 
1, for (x ,y)  EAnxAn,  n=l ,2 , . . .  
k(x, y) = 0, otherwise. 
The corresponding kernel operator K is of the form 
oo  
Kf (x ) -  ~ k(x,y)f(y)dy = E 1A.(X)]A f(y)dy. n=l "~ 
K is a bounded operator on the space L 2. Indeed, for each f E L 2 
~'Kf(x)12dx= ~ (~n~__lXAn(X) fAnf(y)dy) 2dx 
(:.)'} = fa la. (x) f(y) dy dx 
r ,  
oo  
<_ f2(y) dy 
n=l  n 
n=l  n 
It is easy to check that each operator 
I~IA.(X)/A f(y)dy, n= 1,2 , . . . ,  
is a projection of rank 1 and that K is also a projection (direct sum of projections of rank 1). 
Therefore K is a sum of an infinite number of projectors from £. However, if the measure of our 
space a is infinite (this is in fact the case which we consider in this paper) K does not belong 
to £. Indeed, if #(a) = ~ then taking #(An) = 1 we see that functions lzx, have the L2-norms 
equal to 1 and 
[[KIA. -- KIAmIIL 2 = I[#(An)IA, -- #(Am)IA.,IIL 2 ---- ]IIA~ -- 1A,  IIL2 = V~. 
Therefore there is no convergent subsequence of {K I~.  } and consequently K is not compact. 
We will show that K cannot also be of the form 
K = pd % pc, 
for some pd E ,fit d and pc E 13~. Indeed, assuming that it is the case, then since K is a projection 
in ,4, pd is a multiplication by an indicator 1A, and therefore 
pc = K - lzx. 
There are two possibilities: 
(1) #(A N An) = 0, for infinitely many n, or 
(2) there is no such that #(A N An) > 0 for n _> no. 
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In both cases it is possible to construct an L%bounded sequence of functions {gn} such that the 
sequence {PCgn} does not contain any convergent subsequence. Namely, in the first case we put 
gn = lzxk., 
where Ak, are those sets for which #(Ak.) = 0, while in the second case 
-an ,  for x E Bin, 
gn = an, for x E B~, 
0, otherwise, 
where n _> 0, B~ and B~ are two disjoint sets such that #(B~) = #(B~) = (1/2)#(A n An), and 
an = 1/X/#(A n An). In both cases {gn} is an orthonormal sequence such that 
peg,, = #n 
(in the first case pdgn = 0 while in the second case Kgn = 0), which contradicts compactness 
of pc. In this way we have shown that £ is not a complete lattice. 
Orthocomplementation i / :  
The orthocomplementation on f can be defined as in the case of ordinary projections, i.e., 
P± =- I -P .  
If P £ / :  then P± also belongs to £. Indeed, let P = pd + pc, where pd E .A d and pc E B~.  
Then I - P = (I - pal) + (_pc),  but we also have I - pd E .A d and _pc  E B~.  
Orthomodu lar i ty  of  £ 
The axiom of orthomodularity or weak modularity in the sense of Jauch can also be equivalently 
written [57] as 
P1 < P2 ~ P2 = PI + ( P2 - P~). 
To check that £ is orthomodular let us take P1,P2 E £, P1 <_ P2 (which is equivalent to P1P2 = 
P1). Then taking the operator adjoints in Bu we obtain 
P2P1 t t = P~P~ = (PIP2) t = P• = PIP2, 
which means that P1 and P2 are "compatible" (see [57, p. 81,86, Problem 1]). 
An analytical description of projectors as kernels operators is given in [60]. 
10.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
REMARK 1. Intrinsical irreversibility cannot be formulated within the conventional quantum 
theory as has been emphasized by Prigogine and coworkers [9,15,28-31] but requires an exten- 
sion which we have formulated in terms of the algebra of observables with diagonal singularity. 
The extended quantum theory includes the states with diagonal singularity which describe the 
approach to equilibrium for systems with nonvanishing collision operator. For such unstable sys- 
tems we can understand the problem of irreversibility without any extraneous assumption like 
coarse graining or approximations. 
REMARK 2. The second-order contribution to the collision operator is Pauli's master equation 
which we derived for transitions between states forming a continuum without any resort to 
thermodynamic l mits. The Pauli Master equation (12) for continuum of states is a generalization 
of the original equation [53] which described transitions between discrete states and defines a 
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quantum Markov semigroup in the sense of Kossakowski [62,63] and Lindbland [64]. The quantum 
Markov semigroup which is the solution of (12) is not of the Lindbland-Kossakowski type because 
it acts on more general states than the tracial states. The Master equation (12) therefore defines 
a new class of quantum Markov semigroups. 
REMARK 3. The Pauli Master equation is mentioned by Piron in the last chapter of his book [65] 
as the prototype for irreversible quantum evolutions. However, he did not raise the problem of 
irreversibility, i.e., how the irreversible Master equation arises from the reversible SchrSdinger 
evolution. We have shown that the clarification of the problem of irreversibility in terms of 
systems with diagonal singularity leads to an extension of the conventional logic of Hilbert spaces, 
to a logic which allows only finite combinations of propositions-questions. The restriction to 
Hilbert space logic is however not a Physical necessity but only a mathematical postulate [61] in 
order to force the poset of propositions to be essentially the lattice of Hilbert space projections. 
In fact, Varadarajan [66] and others have been pointed out that "the result of von Neumann, 
Mackey Gleason and their successors has pretty much closed the door for the discovery of any 
nontrivial situation violating the canonical interpretations." 
REMARK 4. Classical systems with diagonal singularity due to Poincard resonances lead also to 
an extension of Hamiltonian dynamics [9,28,67] and of the conventional Boole logic. However 
these questions will be addressed in forthcoming publications [68,69]. 
We would only like to point out that chaotic systems also admit probabilistic extensions of the 
trajectory formulation through the generalized spectral decomposition of the evolution operators 
[17,70-73]. 
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